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Trajectory Tracking via
Independent Solutions to the
Geometric and Temporal Tracking
Subproblems
Trajectory tracking is accomplished by obtaining separate solutions to the geometric
path-tracking problem and the temporal tracking problem. A methodology enabling the
geometric tracking of a desired planar or spatial path to any order with a nonredundant
manipulator is developed. In contrast to previous work, the equations are developed
using one of the manipulator’s joint variables as the independent parameter in a fixed
global frame rather than a configuration-dependent canonical frame. Both these features
provide significant practical advantages. Furthermore, a strategy for determining joint
velocities and accelerations at singular configurations is provided, which allows the
manipulator to approach and/or move out of a singular configuration with finite joint
velocities without sacrificing the geometric fidelity of tracking. An example shows a
spatial six-revolute robot tracking a trajectory using the developed method in conjunction
with resolved-acceleration feedback control. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4003272�
Introduction
Spatial trajectory tracking requires that the end-effector �EE� of
manipulator follows a trajectory that is usually prescribed as a

unction of time. The solution to this problem involves inverting
he robot’s forward kinematic map, and typically, a local second-
rder inverse solution �i.e., joint velocities and accelerations� is
btained via inversion of the Jacobian of this map �1�. Often, a
ariant, called the manipulator Jacobian �2�, is used in place of
he Jacobian of the kinematic map to obtain this solution. This
olution, in conjunction with an appropriate feedback control law,
uch as resolved-acceleration control �3�, is utilized to track the
esired output-space trajectory in real time. In another approach to
rajectory tracking, the joint-space solution for the entire output-
pace trajectory is computed offline, and the precomputed solution
s implemented in conjunction with appropriate feedback control.
n elegant way to perform the offline computation is to generate
local high-order approximation of the joint-space solution and

hen use continuation-like predictor-corrector algorithms to obtain
he entire solution �4�.

At singular points of the kinematic map, the dimension of the
angent space of the robot is reduced. Therefore, an arbitrary EE
elocity is not achievable with finite joint velocities. Irrespective
f the commanded speed �a scalar multiple of the path variable
ime derivative�, the EE must stop at a singularity to ensure geo-

etric tracking accuracy. Clearly, this requires explicit control of
he path variable. Consequently, any parameterization of the kine-

atic map that does not allow explicit control of the path variable
ill fail to impose the above dwell condition. This is reflected in

he Jacobian in Ref. �1� becoming ill conditioned in the vicinity of
ingularities, and the map cannot be inverted at all at a singular
onfiguration via this Jacobian. On the other hand, if the path
ariable is considered a dependent variable in the parameteriza-
ion of the kinematic map, its inversion is well-conditioned at and
n the vicinity of certain singularities, and the geometric accuracy
f tracking is preserved as well.
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Several approaches tackle the problem of trajectory tracking in
the vicinity of singularities, and Refs. �5,6� provide comprehen-
sive reviews of these methods. However, not all methods explic-
itly control the path variable along with the trajectory geometry.
The Jacobian transpose method �7�, the singular value decompo-
sition method �1�, and the damped least-squares method �8� are
examples. Using the Jacobian transpose instead of the inverse at
singular configurations yields joint velocities that minimize the
squared norm of the position error. The singular-value-
decomposition technique tracks only the component of the task-
space velocity that lies in the tangent space of the singular robot.
The damped least-squares technique gives an approximate solu-
tion that is well-conditioned and defined everywhere in the ma-
nipulator’s workspace �5,6�. This method modifies the EE path in
terms of speed and direction so that the singularity is simply
avoided �9�. These techniques aim not to impose a dwell in the
path variable, but to obtain bounded joint velocities in the vicinity
of a singularity and at the same time, be geometrically as accurate
as possible. The geometrical imprecision intrinsic to these meth-
ods is a result of not separating the control of the path variable
from the control of the trajectory geometry.

The offline computation of the joint-space trajectory �4� treats
the path variable as a dependent variable. In fact, the premise of
the approach is that the joint-space trajectory corresponding to a
given task-space trajectory is a curve in the �N+1�-dimensional
space of N joint displacements of the N-degree-of-freedom �DOF�
mechanism augmented with the path variable used to parameterize
the task-space path. This curve is obtained as a function of an
auxiliary variable via a predictor-corrector algorithm so that
dwells in none of the N+1 variables can disrupt the tracking pro-
cess �4,10�. �This is despite the fact that the examples given in
Ref. �4� use joint variables as the independent parameter.� Other
parameterizations of the joint-space curve near singularities using
fractional power series also exist �11�. The inherent singularity-
robustness of the approach in Refs. �4,10� was utilized for singu-
larity navigation in Refs. �9,12�, wherein the adjoint of the Jaco-
bian and the null space of an augmented Jacobian, respectively,
are used. In Ref. �12�, first-order joint motions for nonsingular as
well as singular configurations of a six-DOF mechanism are ob-
tained. The nonzero joint velocities obtained force the EE velocity

to vanish at the singularity. Therefore, the tracking solution is
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eometrically accurate to the zeroth order, i.e., instantaneously,
he EE stays on the desired path, but when it starts to move, the
irection of motion does not necessarily coincide with the desired
ath tangent. The applicability of this first-order approach for real-
ime trajectory tracking was identified, but not implemented.
igher-order methods that address the geometric tracking accu-

acy of order greater than zero in singular configurations exist as
ell �13,14�. In Ref. �13�, only wrist-partitioned manipulators are

tudied, while Ref. �14� analyzes point trajectories for some serial
nd parallel manipulators.

Another aspect of the approach in Refs. �4,10� is that nontem-
oral joint-space solutions are obtained by choosing a nontempo-
al, independent auxiliary variable. Timing is added by specifying
he relation between the auxiliary variable and time �4�. In keep-
ng with the offline computation paradigm, Refs. �5,15� assume
hat the entire time-invariant joint-space solution to a tracking task
s available and provide an algorithm to generate temporal joint

otions that allow the EE to navigate the given trajectory in near
inimal time without geometric deviation at singularities. A key

eature of this work, relevant to the present paper, is that it shows
hat a joint variable can be used to describe the solution curve in
he vicinity of singular points �5�, and does so to obtain the time-
ptimal solution near singularities. However, the approach does
ot allow the speed of the task-space path to be user defined.

The utility of the method in Refs. �4,10� in describing the in-
tantaneous kinematics of the robot is recognized. However, to the
est of the authors’ knowledge, a strategy for online trajectory
racking through singularities using general six-DOF serial robots
as not been developed. The present paper solves the inverse-
inematic problem up to any order for nonsingular configurations,
nd up to order three explicitly for ordinary singularities2, and
chieves trajectory tracking through singularities without geomet-
ic deviation for a general six-DOF serial robot, while performing
he entire calculation online. Particularly, joint velocity and accel-
ration solutions at first-order singular configurations �defined
ater� are provided. The algorithm is used in conjunction with
eedback control to correct for the inaccuracies inherent in the
mplementation of an approximate local solution. The geometric
rror in the vicinity of a singularity is an artifact of the local
ature of this joint-space solution and not of the singularity in the
inematic map.

This paper argues that it is desirable to choose a joint variable
s the independent variable to obtain the instantaneous, time-
nvariant, inverse-kinematic solution for the real-time trajectory-
racking problem at all points, not just in the vicinity of singulari-
ies, in contrast to the approach in Ref. �4�. The joint variable used
o parameterize the joint-space solution will be called the leading
oint variable. Practically, it is easier to obtain measurements of
he joint variables compared with an arbitrary, nonexistent auxil-
ary variable or the nontemporal path variable. However, the prob-
em of the leading joint variable encountering a dwell in its tra-
ectory must be tackled. This paper shows how to predict the
ccurrence of such an event, how to select a nondwelling joint
ariable to lead the motion and that at least one joint is available
o lead the motion for any nonsingular or singular configuration.
nother motivation for using the joint-angle variable for solving

nverse kinematics comes from the field of human motor control.
ased on experimental evidence such as speed-invariant wrist
aths for reaching motion �16�, it has been proposed that the time-
nvariant approach outlined herein may describe how the human
entral nervous system achieves control of arm motion �17�. Other
heories, such as the leading joint hypothesis �18�, independently
ropose that the central nervous system may be using the leading
oint concept. For a particular reaching motion, the shoulder pro-

2Ordinary singularities are configurations of the robot in which the Jacobian
rops rank by 1 and the path tangent does not lie in the robot’s tangent space. The
ath variable rate is necessarily zero �5,10�. The desired trajectory intersecting the

orkspace boundary nontangentially is a typical example.
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duces gross torques that are designed to take the wrist in the
general vicinity of the target. The elbow controls simply the inter-
action torque to achieve the specific movement objective. Thus,
the shoulder can be viewed as the leading joint. This strategy
simplifies the control problem in the dynamic regime. Further-
more, kinesthesia gives humans a sense of joint position, whereas
they do not have such a direct means of measuring quantities like
arc length. This echoes the motivation for using a single joint
angle as the input.

The idea of treating the trajectory-tracking problem as indepen-
dent geometric and temporal subproblems has another historical
precedent. This begins with the curvature theory �19�, where gen-
eral characterization of planar motion is achieved using arbitrary
motion parameters. In Ref. �20�, two-DOF curvature theory �19� is
first generalized to arbitrary DOFs, where the motion of a con-
trolled point on the EE is obtained as a function of two arbitrary
motion parameters in a canonical reference frame. The theory is
then applied to the problem of generating the joint-space solution
to a path-tracking task using a planar, two-DOF mechanism with
the joint variables as the independent parameters. Taylor series are
used to relate the motion of all joint variables to that of the lead-
ing joint variable, rather than to an auxiliary parameter as was the
case in Ref. �4�. The coefficients of the Taylor series are called
speed ratios, and the technique obtains expressions for the speed
ratios as functions of the instantaneous invariants �II’s� of motion.
The II’s are geometric parameters that characterize planar motion
�19–21�. The theory has been applied to a planar two-revolute
�RR� mechanism and a holonomic cart system in Ref. �20�, as
well as a planar prismatic-revolute �RP� mechanism in Ref. �22�.
However, solutions up to only the second order are obtained.
Third-order solutions were obtained for the specific case of track-
ing planar paths with constant curvature in Ref. �23�. Extension of
the planar formulation �20� to second-order path tracking using
three-DOF spatial systems that include a planar two-DOF sub-
system was achieved in Ref. �24�. The regional structure �i.e.,
manipulators used only for positioning the EE� of the Stanford
Arm �a rotating RP mechanism� was used for demonstration.

The curvature-theory approach is also concerned with finding
the most parsimonious description of motion. A canonical system
is first located, and general expressions for the speed ratios are
obtained in this system �20,24�. Even so, these expressions tend to
get unwieldy, and the increased complexity is probably one reason
why the curvature-theory approach has not been generalized to
arbitrary order and to larger spatial systems. Furthermore, the ca-
nonical system is a configuration-dependent reference frame. For
a trajectory-tracking application, describing the kinematics in a
moving canonical frame necessitates an additional transformation
between that frame and a global, fixed frame. Therefore, the ca-
nonical frame is less suitable for the application. Another obser-
vation is that, in these works �20,22,23�, the temporal component
of the tracking problem is never explicitly solved, although, pre-
sumably, the goal is to achieve trajectory tracking and not just
path tracking. The method does achieve tangent tracking in sin-
gular poses using second-order joint motions and therefore counts
as a “higher-order method” for path tracking as per the terminol-
ogy used in Ref. �5�.

The present paper utilizes ideas from the curvature-theory ap-
proach and the offline computation approach and modifies them as
follows.

1. It abandons the use of an auxiliary parameter as in Ref. �4�
and uses a leading joint variable as in Ref. �20� to generate
local, inverse-kinematic solutions.

2. It aims to find a local representation of the joint-space curve
in N-dimensional joint space, rather than the
�N+1�-dimensional space used in Ref. �4�. As a conse-
quence, there are fewer Taylor coefficients �the speed ratios�
that are needed to describe the solution. In the process of
obtaining the pth-order ratios, the pth-order derivatives of

the path variables with respect to the leading joint variable
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are also obtained. These quantities are needed only for ob-
taining the geometric solutions of order greater than p. How-
ever, they can be used to reduce the computation involved in
obtaining the temporal leading joint motion of the same or-
der.

3. It abandons the canonical frame and develops a new set of
equations called coordination equations in an arbitrary fixed
frame.

4. In Ref. �4�, the speed ratios are called kinematic influence
coefficients, and they are obtained indirectly as functions of
the coefficients of the Taylor expansions of the variables in
terms of the auxiliary parameter. In this paper, the coordina-
tion equations yield the speed ratios directly, implying lower
computational complexity.

5. With a convenient feedback control law, it achieves online
execution of kinematic tracking through singularities with
no a-priori knowledge of the inverse-kinematic solution in
any form.

The problem being considered is: given a desired, timed trajec-
ory that passes through an ordinary singularity, achieve kinematic
racking of the trajectory by generating local, inverse-kinematic
olutions in real time. The approach in this paper solves the
nverse-kinematic problem by obtaining independent solutions to
he geometric and the temporal problems and using a resolved-
cceleration feedback controller to achieve tracking. The geomet-
ic, path-tracking problem for a general, three-DOF robot is
olved first, followed by the solution to the corresponding tempo-
al problem. Then, a solution to the larger problem of spatial,
igid-body-guidance using six-DOF serial robots is described as a
atural extension of the solutions to the three-DOF problems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines
ndependent solutions to the geometric and temporal tracking
roblems for a three-DOF, spatial system. The solutions for the
ingular case are also provided. Section 3 extends the technique to
spatial six-DOF system. Section 4 uses a 6R mechanism to track
specified trajectory. Section 5 discusses drawbacks and future
ork, and finally, conclusions are given.

The Spatial Three-DOF Problem

2.1 Notation. For the three-DOF spatial trajectory-tracking
roblem, the joint variables are denoted as �, �, and � for conve-
ience and to maintain consistency with previous curvature-theory
iterature, e.g., Ref. �19�. The standard Denavit–Hartenberg �DH�
ystem �21� is used for the larger, six-DOF case. A trailing sub-
cript�s� indicates the derivative with respect to the subscript�s�.
or example, r̄�ª �dr̄ /d��. A zero after the subscript�s� indicates

hat the derivative has been evaluated in the zero position. For
xample, r̄��0ª �d2r̄ /d�d�� �0. The dot notation indicates deriva-

ives with respect to time t. For example, �̇ª �d� /dt� �0. The sym-
ols n and k always represent the speed ratios with respect to a
eading joint variable. A trailing superscript indicates the order of
he ratio. For example, k�3�

ª �d3� /d�3� �0. The superscript is omit-
ed for the first-order ratios, so n�1�

ªn.
The solution procedure for spatial three-DOF trajectory track-

ng involves writing the Taylor series approximations for the de-
ired and the generated trajectories and equating the correspond-
ng terms of the two series. This process is also called establishing

contact between the two functions �25�. Two series are written
or each trajectory: one using a geometric variable, i.e., joint vari-
ble, as the independent parameter, and the second using time as
he independent parameter. This way, the geometric and the tem-
oral aspects of tracking are separated. Establishing contact be-
ween the geometric Taylor series is equivalent to matching the
renet–Serret frames �26� of the desired and generated paths. The
olution to the geometric problem relates the motion of the
echanism’s joints to the motion of the leading joint. The solution
o the temporal problem determines the motion properties of the

ournal of Mechanisms and Robotics
leading joint. Singularities occur in the generated and/or desired
trajectory when some derivatives in the corresponding Taylor se-
ries vanish. This paper concentrates on singularities in the gener-
ated path that coincide with the singular configurations of the
robot. The desired path is assumed to be singularity free. In such
cases, the geometric tracking problem can still be solved �20�. The
only error is in matching the instantaneous speeds of the desired
and generated paths.

2.2 Geometric Path-Tracking. The current configuration of
the robot is called the zero position, and the values of the joint
angles in the zero position are denoted by �0, �0, and �0. The
increments in the joint angles are denoted as �, �, and �, and
without loss of generality, the instantaneous values of these joint
variables in the zero position are taken to be zero. The forward
position kinematics of the mechanism are given as r :R3→R3 such
that r̄0=r��0 ,�0 ,�0�, where r̄0 is the current position of a con-
trolled point on the EE–point P. For the trajectory-tracking prob-
lem, define r̄ :R→R3, so that the image of the map r̄ represents a
spatial curve generated by point P. A typical definition of this
mapping yields r̄�t�. However, a different parameterization is ob-
tained here by choosing any nondwelling joint of the mechanism
�henceforth, arbitrarily �� as the independent parameter to con-
struct r̄= r̄���. Section 2.6 describes why a leading joint � is al-
ways available. In the zero position, r̄�0�= r̄0. Furthermore, the
function r̄��� is expressed in an arbitrary, fixed reference frame.
This is in contrast to the canonical frame used in the curvature-
theory-based approaches to the path-tracking problem. In con-
structing r̄���, slaving relations between the joints are imposed
with the following Taylor series:

� = n� +
n�2�

2
�2 +

n�3�

6
�3 + ¯

�1�

� = k� +
k�2�

2
�2 +

k�3�

6
�3 + ¯

The coefficients of the series are the speed ratios, which are de-
fined as

n ª �d�

d�
�

0
, n�2�

ª �d2�

d�2 �
0
, n�3�

ª �d3�

d�3 �
0
,¯

k ª � d�

d�
�

0
, k�2�

ª � d2�

d�2�
0
, k�3�

ª � d3�

d�3�
0
,¯

There are two ratios for every order of coordination. The gener-
ated path can now be approximated by a Taylor series

r̄��� = r̄0 + r̄�0� + r̄��0
�2

2
+ r̄���0

�3

6
+ ¯ �2�

Note that r̄�0= r̄�0�n ,k�, r̄��0= r̄��0�n ,k ,n�2� ,k�2��, and so on.

The desired path is a spatial curve R̄ specified in terms of an
arbitrary variable q. The function q�t� is also specified. The Taylor

series for R̄ in terms of � is given by

R̄�s���� = R̄0 + �s�0R̄s0�� + �s��0R̄s0 + s�0
2 R̄ss0�

�2

2
+ �s���0R̄s0

+ 3s�0s��0R̄ss0 + s�0
3 R̄sss0�

�3

6
+ ¯

where s is the arc length of the desired path. Using standard rela-

tions in differential geometry, this can be rewritten as
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0

R̄�s���� = R̄0 + �s�0T̂�� + �s��0T̂ + s�0
2 �N̂�

�2

2
+ ��s���0 − �2s�0

3 �T̂

+ �3s�0s��0� + �s0s�0
3 �N̂ + ��s�0

3 B̂�
�3

6
+ ¯ �3�

quation �3� uses a local Frenet–Serret frame to describe the in-
tantaneous geometric properties of the desired path �26�. The

riad T̂− N̂− B̂ is the natural trihedron of the curve formed by the
angent, the normal, and the binormal, respectively. The quantities

and � are the curvature and the torsion, respectively, and �s0
�d� /ds� �0. These geometric properties can be obtained from the

arametric equation R̄�q� �or R̄�t�� using standard relations �26�.
or example

T̂ =
R̄q0

�R̄q0�
�4�

N̄ = R̄qq0 − �R̄qq0 · T̂�T̂, N̂ =
N̄

�N̄�
�5�

B̂ = T̂ � N̂ �6�

xpressions for the curvature and torsion are also readily avail-
ble, and higher-order properties such as �so are obtained by dif-
erentiating these equations. The derivatives of the arc length s
ith respect to � also appear in Eq. �3�. These are unknown and

re the terms of the Taylor series expansion of the function s���.
The pth-order geometric tracking problem is solved by estab-

ishing pth-order contact between the curves r̄��� and R̄��� by
quating the first p−1 derivatives in Eqs. �2� and �3� �25�. Estab-
ishing contact �i.e., achieving coordination� proceeds in stages
rom the zeroth to the third and potentially higher orders. At each
tage, it is assumed that all lower orders of coordination �or con-
act� have been achieved. In equating the derivatives, two things
re implied: first, the geometric entities of the two paths, such as
he tangent, normal, etc., are forced to be identical; and second,
he arc lengths of the two paths are forced to be equal. Therefore,
th-order contact is simultaneously established between the Tay-

or series for the arc lengths of the two paths, i.e., the function
��� is being constructed. For each order of coordination except
he zeroth order, a 3D vector equation involving two unknown
peed ratios and the unknown derivative of the path variable,
alled the coordination equation, is obtained. The solution re-
uires a linear inversion as shown below, in which the general
orm of the pth-order coordination equation is derived first, fol-
owed by the specific forms of this equation for the zeroth and first
hree orders.

2.3 pth-Order Coordination. In Appendix A, it is shown that
he pth-derivative of r̄ is linear in the pth-order speed ratios.
herefore, for p=1, let

r̄� = J1
d�

d�
+ J2

d�

d�
+ J3 �7�

⇒ r̄�0 = �J10 J20 J30 �n̄1 + J30 = Jn̄1 + �̄0 �8�

here the matrix J is the Jacobian of the function r�� ,� ,��, Ji are
he columns of the Jacobian, Ji0 are the Jacobian columns evalu-

ted at the zero position, �̄0=J30, and n̄1= �n k 0�T. Note that this
acobian is the Jacobian of the kinematic mapping and not the
anipulator Jacobian that also appears in robotics literature �2�.
ifferentiating Eq. �7� and evaluating the result in the zero posi-
ion

21008-4 / Vol. 3, MAY 2011
r̄��0 = ��J1�0 J2�0 J3�0 �n̄1 + J3�0� + J	n�2�

k�2�

0

 = �̄1 + Jn̄2

where �̄1 is a known quantity since J1�0, J2�0, and J3�0 are func-
tions of the mechanism’s pose and the first-order speed ratios, and
n2= �n�2� k�2� 0�T. With repeated differentiation

r̄�p0 = �̄p−1 + Jn̄p �9�

where r̄�p0ª r̄����. . .p times�0. As before, �̄p−1 is a known quantity,
and n̄p= �n�p� k�p� 0�T.

The pth-order term of the series in Eq. �3� is expressed as

� dpR̄

d�p�
0

= upT̂ + vpN̂ + wpB̂ �10�

where up, vp, and wp are scalar functions of the derivatives of the
arc length and the scalar-valued desired path properties like �, �,
etc. The following structure is observed in these scalar coeffi-
cients:

u1 = s�0, v1 = 0 w1 = 0

u2 = s��0, v2 = �u1
2, w2 = 0 �11�

u3 = s���0 − �2u1
3, v3 = 3u1u2� + �s0u1

3, w3 = ��u1
3

The pth-order derivative of the path variable s with respect to the
leading joint variable is an unknown quantity. Note that only the
coefficient up contains this derivative, and therefore, up is the only
unknown quantity on the right-hand-side �RHS� of Eq. �10�.

To establish pth-order contact, the RHS of Eqs. �9� and �10� are
equated

�̄p−1 + Jn̄p = upT̂ + vpN̂ + wpB̂ �12�

Rearranging Eq. �12� gives the pth-order coordination equation in
the general form

J�n̄p
� = vpN̂ + wpB̂ − �̄p−1 ¬ �̄p−1 �13�

where J�
ª �J10 J20 − T̂� and n̄p

�
ª �n�p� k�p� up�T. The matrix J�

is composed by replacing the column of J corresponding to the
partial derivative of r with respect to the leading joint variable

with −T̂. As long as J� is full rank, Eq. �13� can be solved for n̄p
�.

Note that as long as J is full rank, it is always possible to obtain

a full-rank matrix J� by replacing one of the columns of J by −T̂.

The trailing subscript p−1 for �̄ indicates that the quantity de-
pends on up to the �p−1�th-order quantities.

The coefficients ui , i	 p are required to solve Eq. �13� since vp
and wp are functions of ui. Solving Eq. �13� yields up, which is
critical only if a joint-space solution of order greater than p is
desired. However, it can also be used for computing the pth-order
temporal motion of the leading joint, as shown in Sec. 2.4.

Finally, the solution to the coordination equation of any order
requires the inversion of the modified Jacobian matrix J�. This is
a consequence of the fact that the pth-order derivative of r̄ is
always linear in the pth-order speed ratios, and the coordination
equation is linear in the coefficient up. Therefore, closed-form
solutions for the speed ratios of arbitrary order can be obtained for
nonsingular configurations.

2.3.1 Zeroth-Order Coordination. This involves achieving the
appropriate pose of the mechanism by solving the inverse position
kinematics problem. In the foregoing, it is assumed that the EE is
on the desired path in the zero position. This is a reasonable as-
sumption to make since the problem of path tracking mainly in-

volves consideration of derivatives of the position, rather than the
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osition itself. Therefore, rather than explicitly solve the inverse
osition kinematics problem, it is considered solved by virtue of
he current pose of the mechanism.

2.3.2 First-Order Coordination. Substituting p=1 in Eq. �13�
ields the first-order coordination equation

J�n̄1
� = �̄0 �14�

here �̄0=−�̄0=−J30. Equation �14� is solved for the first-order
atios and u1. Note that the first-order coordination equation also

mplies r̄�0=s�0T̂, i.e., the tangents of the desired and the gener-
ted paths are forced to be parallel.

2.3.3 Second-Order Coordination. Substituting p=2 in Eq.
13� yields the second-order coordination equation

J�n̄2
� = �̄1 �15�

rom Eqs. �11� and �13�, �̄1=�u1
2N̂−�̄1. Note that the value of u1

btained from the first-order coordination equation is required in
he second-order equation. Equation �15� is solved for the two
econd-order speed ratios and u2.

2.3.4 Third-Order Coordination. Substituting p=3 into Eq.
13� yields the third-order coordination equation

J�n̄3
� = �̄2 �16�

rom Eqs. �11� and �13�

�̄2 = �3u1u2� + �s0u1
3�N̂ + ��u1

3B̂ − �̄2

s before, u1 and u2 are required to solve Eq. �16� for the two
hird-order speed ratios and u3.

In Ref. �27�, a spatial, 3R mechanism is used to geometrically
rack a spatial path up to the third order as an example of the
mplementation of the theoretical development in this section. The
R mechanism used there resembles the regional structure of the
ix-DOF manipulator used for the example in Sec. 4 of this paper.

2.4 Temporal Joint-Motion Properties. To complete the so-
ution to the trajectory-tracking problem, the temporal joint-

otion properties must be determined. In Ref. �10�, the possibility
f completing the trajectory-tracking problem by obtaining the
oint rates is mentioned, and Ref. �5� solves the problem of ob-
aining a time-optimal path timing assuming that the joint-space
olution is available. In the ongoing, the speed ratios define rela-
ions between the temporal joint motions. Therefore, the temporal

otion of the leading joint is now obtained, followed by the tem-
oral joint motion of the other “following” joints via the speed
atios.

Similar to the geometric problem, the approach here is to es-
ablish pth-order contact between the time-dependent Taylor series
f the desired and generated paths. Therefore, the functions

���t�� and R̄�t� are expressed as

r̄���t�� = r̄0 + ��̇r̄�0�t + ��̇2r̄��0 + �̈r̄�0�
t2

2
+ ��̇3r̄���0 + 3�̇�̈r̄��0

+ ��r̄�0�
t3

6
+ ¯ �17�

R̄�t� = R̄0 + Ṙ̄t + R̈̄
t2

2
+ R̄�

t3

6
+ ¯ �18�

ote that the function q�t� is specified. Therefore, the time deriva-

ives of R̄�q�t�� can be obtained via the chain rule. The vector r̄p�0
nd the coefficient up are already available from the solution of
he pth-order coordination equation. Using the definition of the

rc length of a curve, it can be shown that

ournal of Mechanisms and Robotics
r̄�0 · r̄�0 = u1
2, r̄��0 · r̄�0 = u1u2, r̄���0 · r̄�0 = u1u3 �19�

Equating the corresponding derivatives of the two series and sub-
stituting Eq. �19� into the result yields

�̇ =
Ṙ̄ · r̄�0

r̄�0 · r̄�0

=
Ṙ̄ · r̄�0

u1
2 �20�

�̈ =
�R̈̄ − �̇2r̄��0� · r̄�0

r̄�0 · r̄�0

=
R̈̄ · r̄�0 − �̇2u1u2

u1
2 �21�

�� =
�R̄� − 3�̇�̈r̄��0 − �̇3r̄���0� · r̄�0

r̄�0 · r̄�0

�22�

=
R̄� · r̄�0 − 3�̇�̈u1u2 − �̇3u1u3

u1
2

and so on for higher-order joint properties. Clearly, the Taylor
series for the function ��t� is being constructed. The motion of the
following joints can be obtained by differentiating the series in
Eq. �1� as

�̇ = n�̇, �̇ = k�̇ �23�

�̈ = n�̈ + n�2��̇2, �̈ = k�̈ + k�2��̇2 �24�

�� = n�� + 3n�2��̇�̈ + n�3��̇3

�25�
�� = k�� + 3k�2��̇�̈ + k�3��̇3

and so on for higher-order derivatives.

2.5 Singularities. A first-order singularity is defined as a
pose of the mechanism in which the Jacobian rank �J of the func-
tion r�� ,� ,�� introduced in Eq. �8�� drops by 1. The dimension of
the tangent space of the manipulator is less than the dimension of
the output space of the robot. Therefore, it is impossible for the
robot to move along a path tangent that does not lie in its �re-
duced� tangent space with first-order joint control. The condition

T̂�col�J� defines an ordinary singularity3 �5�. The first-order mo-
tion of the EE must vanish to maintain the fidelity of geometric
tracking, i.e.,

u1 = sg�0 = 0, ⇒ r̄�0 = 0̄

where sg is the arc length of the generated path. It is now neces-
sary to draw a distinction between the arc lengths of the desired
path and the generated paths. This distinction was unnecessary for
the nonsingular case, as the condition sgªs is implied in estab-
lishing the contact between the Taylor series for the desired and
generated paths. However, in the singular case, the speed of the
generated path must vanish �sġ=0�, irrespective of the speed of
the desired path. Therefore, the condition sgªs is violated. It is
recognized that at singular configurations, there must be a com-
promise between the speed and the accuracy of tracking �5,8�. The
vanishing speed and accurate tangent tracking �demonstrated be-
low� represent one extreme of this compromise. The vanishing
speed modifies Eq. �11� as follows:

u1 = sg�0 = 0, v1 = 0, w1 = 0

u2 = sg��0, v2 = 0, w2 = 0 �26�

u3 = sg���0, v3 = 0, w3 = 0

3At a nonordinary singularity or bifurcation, T̂�col�J� �28�. The term “bifurca-
tion” represents the intersection of multiple solution branches in the joint space.

These are discussed in Appendix C.
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ote that u2 and u3 are not zero.
Since, for a first-order ordinary singularity, rank�J�=2 and

ˆ �col�J�, it is possible to construct J� such that rank�J��=3.
herefore, Eqs. �14�–�16� are applicable for ordinary singularities.
urther, since rank�J��=3, Eq. �14� can be expressed as

�J1 J2 − T̂ �	 n

k

u1

 = aJ1 + bJ2 �27�

here a and b are some scalars. The condition u1=0 is imposed
y Eq. �14�, as can be seen from the solution to its variant given
y Eq. �27�. This is an advantage of the present method. There is
o change in the strategy for obtaining speed ratios at or in the
icinity of an ordinary singularity. Furthermore, Eq. �27� can be
xpressed as

J	n

k

1

 = 0̄ �28�

quation �28� has a unique, nontrivial solution that belongs to the
ull space of the singular Jacobian. Therefore, the solution ob-
ained by Eq. �14� is similar to the null-space solution in Ref. �12�.

In a singular configuration, since r̄�0= 0̄, Eq. �2� becomes

r̄��� = r̄0 + r̄��0
�2

2
+ r̄���0

�3

6
+ ¯ �29�

urthermore, since the speed of the generated path vanishes in the
ingular configuration, the speed of the desired path is also as-
umed to be zero, s�0=0, and Eq. �3� becomes

R̄�s���� = R̄0 + �s��0T̂�
�2

2
+ �s���0T̂�

�3

6
+ ¯ �30�

f the desired speed in the singular configuration is nonzero, the
resent formulation will result in error in tracking the arc length.
owever, second- and third-order coordination, as imposed by
qs. �15� and �16�, force the vectors r̄��0 and r̄���0, respectively,

o be parallel to T̂. Comparing the second and third terms in Eqs.
29� and �30� makes this clear. Thus, the geometry of the desired
nd generated paths is matched, but, in general, the evolutions of
he arc lengths of the desired and generated paths are not instan-
aneously identical.

It is worthwhile to point out that although s�0=0, the definitions
iven in Eqs. �4�–�6� are valid as long as the desired path does not
ave a singularity. As expected, it is still possible to track the
esired path tangent. However, notice that third-order coordina-
ion manages only tangent tracking in the singular case, compared
ith matching the third-order path properties for a nonsingular
ose. Therefore, the control of the path geometry has degraded in
he singular pose.

The time-based joint motions are obtained next. The evolution
f sg is

sg�t� = sg��0�̇2 t2

2!
+ �sg���0�̇3 + 3sg��0�̇�̈�

t3

3!
+ ¯

or the nonsingular case, the quantity sg��0 is obtained by differ-
ntiating the expression for the arc length of the generated curve
ith respect to �, and it is the component of r̄��0 along the desired

angent T̂. Since, for the singular case, Eq. �15� forces r̄��0 to be

arallel to T̂, define

sg��0 ª
�r̄��0 · r̄��0 �31�

he quantity sg���0 is obtained by differentiating Eq. �31� with
espect to � and evaluating the result in the zero position. From
q. �26�, the quantities sg��0 and sg���0 are u2 and u3, respec-
ively, and they are obtained from the solution to the second- and

21008-6 / Vol. 3, MAY 2011
third-order coordination equations. One approach to find the lead-
ing joint motion is to ignore the mismatch in the trajectory speeds
and match the tangential acceleration and tangential jerk magni-
tudes of the desired and generated paths by equating the second-
and third-order terms of the time-based Taylor series given by
Eqs. �17� and �18�. This yields

�̇ = 
� R̈̄ · r̄��0

r̄��0 · r̄��0

= 
� s̈

u2
�32�

�̈ =
�R̄� − �̇3r̄���0� · r̄��0

3�̇r̄��0 · r̄��0

=
s� − �̇3u3

3�̇u2

�33�

Equations �32� and �33� give two valid solutions. If the com-
manded speed at the singularity is zero, these solutions are exact.
Otherwise, the error in tracking the arc length is of the order
�ṡ��t�, where �t is the elapsed time. Another approach to obtain
the leading joint motions is to solve for the joint velocity using
Eq. �32� and then equate the arc lengths s and sg after time �t.
The time interval can be based on the feedback frequency of the
tracking system. Therefore

s��t� = sg��t� = u2�̇2 ��t�2

2
+ �u3�̇3 + 3u2�̇�̈�

��t�3

6
�34�

Equation �34� is solved for �̈. Equation �34� could also be used to
choose between the two solutions generated by Eqs. �32� and �33�.
Equation �23� is used to determine the velocities of the other
joints, and they ensure that the joint velocity vector belongs to the
null space of the singular Jacobian. Next, Eq. �24� are used to
compute the joint accelerations.

It is important to mention that specifying the joint velocities
alone will not achieve tangent tracking. It is Eq. �15�, which re-
quires the specification of r̄��0, that achieves tangent tracking.
This imposes a constraint on the joint accelerations via the
second-order speed ratios �Eq. �24��. This is consistent with pre-
vious work �20�, wherein higher-order joint motions are used to
obtain the desired EE motion geometry of a lower order. However,
note that although the second-order analysis constrains the joint
accelerations, it does not provide a means of computing the lead-
ing joint acceleration itself. Here, the third-order analysis is used
to compute the leading joint acceleration �via u3�, and it simulta-
neously constrains the joint jerks �via the third-order speed ratios�
without providing the means to compute the leading joint jerk.
Therefore, with the suggested strategy, third-order coordination is
necessary to obtain the geometric and temporal solutions to the
first-order trajectory-tracking problem at ordinary singularities.
From a practical standpoint, third-order coordination imposes a
higher computational load on the tracking system.

In conclusion, for a first-order singular pose of the mechanism,
the zeroth- and first-order joint coordination together match the
position properties of the desired trajectory, and the second- and
third-order coordination together match the first-order properties
of the desired trajectory. A pattern seems to be emerging, wherein
two terms of the Taylor series of the generated trajectory account
for each term in the Taylor series of the desired trajectory. How-
ever, this requires further investigation.

2.6 Choosing a Nondwelling Leading Joint. An alternate
expression for the pth-order speed ratio is given by Eq. �B2� in
Appendix B, where the ratio is obtained as a function of the pre-
vious p−1 ratios and the time derivatives of the joint variables up
to the pth-order. As the current leading joint approaches a dwell in

its trajectory, �̇→0, and from Eq. �B2�, the corresponding speed
ratios approach infinity. This phenomenon can be conveniently
used to detect the occurrence of a dwell in �. The speed ratios
corresponding to different leading joints are related with simple

algebraic expressions
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d�
�

0
=

1

n
, � d�

d�
�

0
=

k

n

� d2�

d�2�
0

= −
n�2�

n3 , � d2�

d�2�
0

=
nk�2� − kn�2�

n3

nd so on for higher orders, as well as for ratios with � as the
eading joint variable. Note that if n→�, the ratios with either �
r � as the leading joint variable will necessarily be small. With
hecks on the absolute magnitudes of the speed ratios, a nond-
elling leading joint can be chosen.
At least one joint of the mechanism must move for the EE to

ossess some velocity. Therefore, there is at least one joint ca-
able of serving as the leading joint. A possible difficulty is in
hoosing the leading joint when the EE speed vanishes. This oc-
urs at singular configurations where the EE speed is forced to
anish. However, since the Jacobian is singular, it is possible to
btain a nonzero joint velocity vector belonging to the null space
f the Jacobian, thus making a leading joint available. Another
cenario is when the robot begins to move from a nonsingular
onfiguration, but the EE velocity remains zero. The geometric
roblem is well defined, assuming that the desired path is singu-
arity free, and the coordination equations can be solved. Equa-
ions �20� and �23� ensure that the generated EE velocity will
anish.

A dwell in the leading joint is governed by the current configu-
ation of the mechanism and the direction of the desired tangent.
herefore, a dwell can occur anywhere in the workspace of the

obot. The proximity of the leading joint to a dwell is reflected in
he modified Jacobian J� becoming ill conditioned and the corre-
ponding speed ratios becoming large in magnitude. Several ma-
ipulability measures, such as the smallest singular value of the
acobian �29� and the condition number of the Jacobian �30�, exist
hat measure the distance of a robot’s configuration from a singu-
arity. The absolute values of the speed ratios perform the function
f such measures as applied to J� in order to identify proximity to
dwell in the current leading joint.
The proximity of the robot’s configuration to a singularity alone

oes not influence the occurrence of a dwell in the leading joint.
herefore, the speed ratios associated with the appropriate choice
f a leading joint are well behaved in the neighborhood of an
rdinary singularity. This provides a strategy to obtain bounded
oint rates in the vicinity of an ordinary singularity. It is only at
he singular configuration where a change in the computation
trategy is required. The equations for obtaining the velocity and
cceleration of the leading joint change, as shown in Sec. 2.5. One
xpects that the only realistic scenario in which these alternate
quations would be applicable is when the robot begins its motion
rom a singular configuration. Finally, it is possible that all pos-
ible variants of J� are ill conditioned. This indicates the proxim-

ty of T̂ to the reduced tangent space of the robot, i.e., this condi-
ion is close to a nonordinary singularity which is discussed in
ppendix C.

Six-DOF Manipulators

3.1 Notation. For the spatial rigid-body guidance problem,
he DH parameters �2� are used to describe the kinematics of the

obot. The joint-space vector is ̄ containing the joint variables i,
=1 . . .6. Assuming 1 to be the leading joint variable, the

jth-order speed ratio relating the motion of joint i to that of the
eading joint when evaluated in the zero position is denoted by

i
�j�. Therefore, n3

�3�
ª �d33 /d1

3� �0. For j=1, the superscript is
mitted, so n2

�1�
ªn2= �d2 /d1� �0. There will be five speed ratios

or each order and five joint-coordinating Taylor series similar to
hose in Eq. �1�.

A rigid-body guidance problem is specified by defining the time

volution of a homogeneous transformation matrix H�t�, where
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H�SE�3� �2�. The task specification in this form is not suitable
for employing the methods of this paper precisely because it does
not separate the geometric and the temporal tracking problems.
However, there are two equivalent representations that achieve
this separation, and both representations can be obtained from
H�t�. In the first, the translational motion of one convenient con-

trol point on the EE is obtained by constructing the function R̄�t�
using standard velocity, acceleration, and jerk relations. Then, the
local geometric properties of the control-point path are obtained
from relations of the form given in Eqs. �4�–�6�. Next, the angular
velocity and acceleration of the EE are related to the Darboux
vector and its derivative �26�. However, computing these quanti-
ties requires higher-order derivatives ��s0 and �s0� of the control-
point path, as shown in Ref. �31�. Therefore, the ensuing devel-
opment in this paper adopts the second representation which
describes the EE translation and rotation by specifying the trans-
lation of three noncollinear control points on the EE. The use of
three points on the EE to characterize its motion was introduced in
Ref. �32� to develop dimensionally homogeneous dexterity mea-
sures. It is shown in Ref. �32� that no representational singularities
are introduced by this method provided the points are noncol-
linear. The desired translations of the three control points are ob-
tained exactly as described in the first representation above, and
the methods of the previous sections are applied with minimal
modification. By writing coordination equations for three points, a
sufficient number of equations are generated to obtain the five
speed ratios of each order and the unknown path variable deriva-
tives for the paths of the three points.

Let P̄i, i=1,2 ,3 denote the three control points on the EE.
Then, the position kinematics of the system are described as

r̄i�̄� = P̄i, i = 1,2,3 �35�

Equation �35� consists of nine component equations that are sub-
ject to three rigid-body constraints �RBCs� stating that the dis-
tances between the three control points are constant. The desired
path is specified next by specifying the paths for the control points

in terms of parameters qi : P̄i= P̄i�qi�. Equation �35� is modified to
describe the tracking problem

r̄i�̄� − P̄i�qi� = 0, i = 1,2,3 �36�

A valid task specification must also respect the RBC. Therefore,
given any one of the path variables, q1=q1

�, say, the other two can
be computed using the RBC. Consequently, there is only one in-
dependent motion variable for the desired path, and Eq. �36� rep-
resents a system of six equations in the seven unknown motion

parameters ̄ and q1. The locus of solutions to Eq. �36� represents
a set of curves in the seven-dimensional space of the motion pa-
rameters. According to the implicit function theorem, the solution
curve can be locally described in terms of one of the variable

parameters in the vicinity of a given configuration �̄� ,q1
�� that

satisfies Eq. �36� if the Jacobian of the equation system in Eq. �36�
has rank six. The Jacobian is constructed as follows:

J = �J� P� � = 	
J1

dP̄1

dq1

J2
dP̄2

dq2

dq2

dq1

J3
dP̄3

dq3

dq3

dq1


 �37�

where Ji is a Jacobian matrix of order 3�6 similar to that occur-
ring in Sec. 2.3. The order of J is 9�7. The matrix J� can be

evaluated at the given configuration ̄�. The coefficients �dqi /dq1�
at qi

� are obtained by differentiating the RBC with respect to q1 as

follows. For i=2,3
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dq1
�P̄i�qi� − P̄1�q1�� =

d

dq1
�P̄i�qi

�� − P̄1�q1
��� = 0

⇒�P̄i�qi� − P̄1�q1�� · dP̄i

dqi

dqi

dq1
−

dP̄1

dq1
� = 0

⇒� dqi

dq1
�

q1
�

=

�P̄i�qi
�� − P̄1�q1

��� · � dP̄1

dq1

�
q1

�

�P̄i�qi
�� − P̄1�q1

��� · � dP̄i

dqi

�
qi

�

�38�

his determines J at the current configuration.
The column vector P� contains scalar multiples of the desired

angents at the three control points consistent with the RBC. For
onsingular configurations of the robot, rank�J��=6 and P�
col�J��. Therefore, rank�J�=6. The robot is in an ordinary, first-

rder singular configuration when rank�J��=5 and P��col�J��.
gain, rank�J�=6. Therefore, for nonsingular as well as ordinary,
rst-order singular configurations, the solution curve in Eq. �36�
an be described using one of the motion variables. A similar
rgument can be constructed for the three-DOF case developed in
he previous sections.

Consistent with the development for the three-DOF case, a
eading joint variable �1� is used to parameterize the solution
urve. Furthermore, the derivatives of the path variables ui are
reated as independent unknowns, although their differentials are
elated to the derivatives of qi �e.g., �u1 /u2�= �dq1 /dq2��. This
ay, the formulation developed for the three-DOF case can be
tilized without alteration, and the following pth-order coordina-
ion equation in the general form is obtained by simply concat-
nating Eq. �13� applied to the three control points

Jn̄p
� = �̄p−1 �39�

here

J ª 	J1
�

− T̂1 0̄ 0̄

J2
�

0̄ − T̂2 0̄

J3
�

0̄ 0̄ − T̂3


, �̄p−1 ª 	�̄1�p−1�

�̄2�p−1�

�̄
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Fig. 1 A six-revolute robot. Reference
are drawn separately for clarity. The w
�=0 and d6=0.
3�p−1�
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n̄p
�
ª �n2

�p� n3
�p� n4

�p� n5
�p� n6

�p� u1p u2p u3p �T

where the quantities uip and �̄i�p−1� are the pth-derivative of the
path variable with respect to the leading joint variable and the
RHS of the coordination equation as defined for the three-DOF
case applied to point i, respectively, and Ji

� is a 3�5 matrix
obtained by deleting the column of the Jacobian corresponding to
the leading joint. Equation �39� is solved by computing the
pseudoinverse of the 9�8 matrix J. Equation �39� is used in the
example provided in Sec. 4.

Ordinary singularities in any one of the three Jacobians Ji or the
Jacobian J� will invoke the singularity solution, and the path ve-

locities u1i will vanish. Also, the matrix J drops rank if T̂i van-
ishes. This happens when the corresponding control point lies on
the instantaneous screw axis of a pure rotational motion of the EE.
If one �or two� tangent�s� vanish, the corresponding path deriva-
tives, uip=0 �and ujp=0�, ∀p. Therefore, the column�s� containing

T̂i �and T̂j� can be deleted from J, and the terms uip �and ujp� can
be deleted from n̄p

�. The resulting linear system of nine equations
with seven �or six� unknowns can be solved. However, if all three
control points have instantaneous dwells in their trajectories, all

tangents T̂i=0̄, ⇒rank�J�=5. This condition occurs when the con-
trol points lie on the instantaneous screw axis of a pure rotational
motion. Choosing noncollinear control points will ensure that all
tangents never vanish simultaneously. This condition on the
choice of control points resonates with the result in Ref. �32�
mentioned earlier in this section.

4 Example
The following example solves the complete trajectory-tracking

problem by generating local solutions to the geometric and the
temporal tracking subproblems and then using a feedback control-
ler to compensate for tracking errors. To show how the method-
ology developed in this paper can be used in conjunction with
existing feedback paradigms, a conventional resolved-acceleration
feedback controller �3� is employed. The output of the controller
is interpreted in a natural way to serve as the input to the inverse-
kinematic problems in the appropriate form.

A six-DOF manipulator, along with its DH parameters as per
Ref. �2�, is shown in Fig. 1. The shoulder joint consists of two
revolutes �1 and 2� with intersecting axes, the elbow joint is a
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single revolute �3�, and the wrist has three revolute joints �4
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6� with axes intersecting at the wrist center. The wrist center,
sed as a control point, along with two more points on the EE
orms a triangular lamina. The robot wrist tracks a circular trajec-
ory parallel to the X0Y0 plane while maintaining the orientation of
he EE. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. The initial joint angles are
i0= �0 20 0 40 20 −60� deg. The regional structure of the ro-
ot is singular in the initial and final configurations, i.e., 3 initial
3 final=0. The parameters of the robot are l0=1, l1=1.2, l2
1.5, d2=0.25 in arbitrary length units. The desired trajectories of

he control points in appropriate length units are

P̄1�t� = 	3.3333

0.2549

1.9235

 + 0.94	cos�q�t��

sin�q�t��
0



P̄2�t� = P̄1�t� + �0.5 0 − 0.25 �T, and

P̄3�t� = P̄1�t� + �0.5 0 0.25 �T

here q�t�=0.0456t3−0.2394t2+3.7068. The EE velocity at the
tart and the end of motion is zero. The motion is executed in 3.5
. The shoulder joint 2 is the leading joint variable for the entire
otion.
The position and velocity gains for the controller are kp

250 s−2 and kv=70 s−1, respectively, and the feedback fre-
uency is 90 Hz. The joint velocities and accelerations are limited
o 15 rad/s and 15 rad /s2, respectively. As the robot moves, the
ontrol points generate trajectories r̄i. At each time instant t�, po-

ition and velocity tracking errors are defined as ēi= r̄i�t��− P̄i�t��

nd ė̄i= ṙ̄i�t��− Ṗ̄i�t��, respectively, for each control point. The con-
roller corrects for these errors by maintaining the current tangent

irections and redefining the desired accelerations as P̈̄i
�
ª P̈̄i�t��

kvė̄i−kpēi. Geometric motion properties of the control points up
o the second order are obtained via Eqs. �4�–�6�, and the corre-
ponding speed ratios are obtained using Eq. �39�. The leading
oint motion is obtained via Eqs. �20� and �21� applied to the
rist, following which, the temporal motions of the remaining

Elbow

Shoulder

Base frame

Desired path
Wrist center

Final EE configuration
P3

P2

Initial configuration
of triangular lamina

on the EE

ig. 2 The three control points on the EE form a triangular
amina. The initial, final, and an intermediate position of the
amina are indicated. The orientation of the EE must be con-
tant during the motion, so all control points follow identical
aths.
oints are obtained using equations of the form �23� and �24�.
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The configuration at t=0 represents an ordinary singularity be-

cause rank�J1�=2, T̂1�col�J1�, and therefore rank�J�=6. The
only change in the strategy mentioned previously is that now Eqs.
�32� and �33� are used to obtain the leading joint temporal motion.
Since the desired speed at t=0 is zero, matching the acceleration
and jerk of the desired and generated paths provides exact solu-
tions for the leading joint velocity and acceleration. Note that
toward the end of the motion, the robot gets arbitrarily close to the
singularity but does not reach the singular configuration, so that
the computation strategy does not change once the robot has
moved away from the singular configuration at t=0.

The performance of the algorithm is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
Figure 3 plots the position errors ēi�t� for all control points. Note
that the error around t=0 is low, indicating that both the geometry
and the speed of the desired motion is successfully approximated
near the singular configuration. The corresponding joint velocities,
given in Fig. 4, are well below the established limit. The slope of
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3
x 10
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Time (sec)
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r

Fig. 3 Position error for the three control points, as shown
here, are close to each other. The maximum error is 2.6Ã10−5

units.
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Fig. 4 Joint velocities for the tracking task. The velocities are
bounded throughout the task. The slope of the profiles indi-
cates the joint accelerations. The accelerations are high toward

the end of the motion for �2, �3, and �4 .
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he velocity curves indicate that none of the joint accelerations
each the acceleration limit. The accelerations are highest toward
he end of motion when the robot is approaching the singularity,
lthough, the acceleration limit was reached only for joint angle
3.
High feedback frequency and feedback gains are used in the

bove example to illustrate that the robot can approach the singu-
ar configuration without the joint motion becoming large. At t
3.5, 3=0.26 deg, and the position error is 2�10−5 units. Simu-

ations with a feedback frequency of 30 Hz and gains kp
50 s−2 and kv=20 s−1 resulted in a maximum position error of

he order of 10−3 length units. In conclusion, the robot success-
ully navigates away from the singularity �t�0�, comes arbitrarily
lose to the singularity �t�3.5�, and navigates the entire path with
mall position error �maximum position error=2.6�10−5 length
nits� and bounded joint motions.

Discussion
The implementation of the algorithm developed in this paper

equires description of motion in finer detail with its geometric
nd temporal aspects separated at the problem specification stage
nd the implementation stage. This requires reworking the task
pecifications from existing formats, and it increases the compu-
ational complexity of the algorithm. Inversion of the Jacobian of
he kinematic map rather than the manipulator Jacobian is re-
uired, and therefore, it is difficult to provide a comprehensive
omplexity analysis here. However, the computation of the speed
atios will be roughly the most computationally expensive opera-
ion in this algorithm. The advantage of singularity navigation
lso comes at the cost of increased computation. Recall that third-
rder coordination is required to obtain the joint velocities and
ccelerations for singular configurations of the robot. However,
he computational effort involved is not forbidding, since the
imulation results presented here were developed on a standard
esktop computer using MATLAB-RELEASE 2009a. The computation
f the joint motions required approximately 0.01 s, indicating that
he algorithm can be implemented in real time with the use of
edicated, application-specific software and hardware. Finally, the
ontrollers for the three control points employ identical gains in
he presented example. The choice of these gains for various
racking tasks can be viewed as a challenge as well as design
exibility.
The matching of higher-order motion properties opens up the

ossibility of substantially decreasing the feedback frequency.
hen, the system evolves as a combination of continuous dynam-

cs �the evolution of the joint angles� and a sequence of discrete
vents �feedback-based correction�. Constructing control schemes
or this hybrid system �see Ref. �33�, for example� and studying
heir stability are interesting problems for future investigation.

Conclusions
A methodology was developed to solve the geometric path-

racking problem using three-DOF nonredundant spatial robots to
n arbitrary order. The method was extended to the six-DOF rigid-
ody-guidance problem by writing the kinematic equations of mo-
ion developed for the three-DOF case for three noncollinear
oints in the EE. Path timing was added to the geometric solution,
nd in particular, a methodology was provided for obtaining the
ime derivatives of the joint variables for ordinary singularities.
rajectory tracking with this approach, in conjunction with
esolved-rate acceleration control, was demonstrated using a spa-
ial 6R robot. Simulation results indicated that the joint velocities
nd accelerations remain bounded while starting from and ap-
roaching a singular configuration. The approach can be compu-
ationally demanding; however, the simulation times indicate that

t can be effectively employed for physical systems.
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Appendix A
It is shown that the pth-order coordination equation is always

linear in the pth-order speed ratios. The forward kinematic map
can be viewed as a composite function with a vector argument:
r���= r̄����� ,���� ,�����, where ���� and ���� are the Taylor se-
ries given by Eq. �1�. When all the appropriate derivatives are
defined, the generalized Faa di Bruno formula is used to obtain the
pth-derivative of a component rm �m=1,2 ,3� of r̄��� as �34�

dprm

d�p = �
0

�
1

�
2

. . .�
p
 p!

�i=1

p
�i!�gi�i=1

p �i=1

3
qip!

�
� frm

��p1 � �p2 � �p3� � �
i=1

p

���i��qi1���i��qi2���i��qi3

�A1�

where the respective sums are over all non-negative integer solu-
tions of the Diophantine equations as follows:

�
0

→ g1 + 2g2 + 3g3 + ¯ + pgp = p

�
1

→ q11 + q12 + q13 = g1

�
2

→ q21 + q22 + q23 = g2 �A2�

]

�
p

→ qp1 + qp2 + qp3 = gp

and p1 , p2, and p3, the orders of partial derivatives with respect
to �, �, and �, respectively, and f , the order of the partial deriva-
tive, are

pe = q1e + q2e + ¯ + qpe, e = 1,2,3

f = p1 + p2 + p3 = �
i=1

p

gi

and ��i�
ª �di� /d�i�. Thus, only the last term in Eq. �A1� consists

of the speed ratios. The condition i= p gives the highest-order
speed ratio. Next, note that the sum �0 in Eq. �A2� implies that gp
can have no solution other than gp=0 or 1. This, along with the
sum �p in Eq. �A2� implies that only one of the powers qp1, qp2,
and qp3 can equal 1, and the other two must be zero. Therefore,
for i= p, only one of the speed ratios in the last term of Eq. �A1�
will remain and the others will equal 1. Therefore, the
pth-derivative of rm will be linear in the pth-order speed ratios.

Appendix B: Speed Ratios From Time-Based Joint Mo-
tions

When the pth-order time-based solution for the joint motions
exists, an alternative way to obtain the speed ratios is by differ-
entiating the Taylor series in Eq. �1� with respect to time t. The
differentiation can be carried out using Faa di Bruno’s formula
�35� for the pth-order differentiation of composite functions. For
example, the pth-order differentiation of the composite function

����t�� with respect to t is given by
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dp�

dtp = � p!

g1! . . . gp!
�

dg�

d�g � d�/dt

1!
�g1

. . . dp�/dtp

p!
�gp

�B1�

here the sum is over all different solutions in nonnegative inte-
ers g1 , . . . ,gp of g1+2g2+ ¯+pgp= p, and gªg1+ ¯+gp. Note
hat g� p. Furthermore, in the zero position, the term �dg� /d�g�
s the gth-order speed ratio. Also, for g= p

g1 + g2 + ¯ + gp = p

g1 + 2g2 + ¯ + pgp = p

⇒g2 + 2g3 + ¯ + �p − 1�gp = 0

⇒gi = 0, for i = 2,3, . . . p, and g1 = p

herefore, for g= p, the sum in Eq. �B1� reduces to n�p���̇�p in the
ero position. Equation �B1� can now be written as

�dp�

dtp �
0

= � p!

g1! . . . gp!
� n�g� � d�/dt

1!
�g1

. . . dp�/dtp

p!
�gp

+ n�p�

���̇�p

⇒n�p� =
1

��̇�p
� ��dp�

dtp �
0

− � p!

g1! . . . gp!
� n�g�

� d�/dt

1!
�g1

. . . dp�/dtp

p!
�gp� �B2�

here g� p−1. Equation �B2� obtains the pth-order ratio as a
unction of the previous p−1 ratios and the time derivatives of the
oint variables up to the pth order.

ppendix C: Nonordinary Singularity
A bifurcation or nonordinary singularity occurs when J is rank

eficient and T̂�col�J�. Reference �28� provides means for off-
ine planning and analysis of bifurcations. This Appendix provides
he rudiments of an algorithm for online trajectory tracking
hrough nonordinary singularities. Detailed study of this issue is a
ubject for future work. A nonordinary singularity can be distin-
uished from an ordinary singularity by constructing the aug-

ented matrix J†
ª �J T̂�. Then, if rank�J†�=3, the singularity is

rdinary. If rank�J†�=2, the singularity is nonordinary. For non-
rdinary singularities, it is possible to track the desired tangent
ith first-order joint coordination. Therefore, the governing coor-

ination equation should match the direction of r̄�0 with T̂. How-
ver, Eq. �14� is not useful since it is not possible to construct J�

hat is full rank. The first-order speed ratios are obtained from Eq.
12� with p=1 as follows:

Jn̄1 = u1T̂
�C1�

�T̂ � �Jn̄1� = u1�T̂ � T̂� = 0̄, ⇒ �TJ�n̄1 = 0̄

here T is the skew-symmetrization of T̂. It can be shown that for
nonordinary singularity, rank�TJ�=1. Therefore, Eq. �C1� yields
ne linear equation in the two speed ratios: n+a1k+b1=0, where
1 and b1 are scalar coefficients determined by T and J. The

oefficient u1 is obtained as
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u1 = J�n	
1

−
1

a1

0

 + 	

0

−
b1

a1

1

� · T̂ �C2�

A unique solution for the first-order speed ratios and u1 can be
obtained by considering the second-order coordination equation,
which, after cross multiplying Eq. �12� �p=2� with the tangent
vector is expressed as

T̂ � �Jn̄2� − �u1
2B̂ = − T̂ � �̄1 �C3�

Clearly, all three vectors in Eq. �C3� belong to the N̂− B̂ plane.
The RHS is a known vector. In the left-hand side �LHS�, the first
term is a vector perpendicular to the two-dimensional column-
space of J. Therefore, it has a fixed direction, and its coefficient is
a function of the two second-order speed ratios. The second term
in the LHS is also a vector with fixed direction and a variable
magnitude that depends on the variable u1. Equation �C3� is there-
fore a planar vector loop equation that can be solved for the co-
efficients of the vectors in the LHS. The coefficient of the first
term defines a single infinity of solutions for the second-order
speed ratios, and the coefficient of the second term yields a value
for u1. Assuming that u1

2�0 �a negative value is not expected;
however, this is a subject for future work�, u1 is the positive
square root since, by definition, u1 is the rate of change of the arc
length, and a positive value of u1 indicates that the EE is progress-
ing in the desired direction. This value of u1 provides a unique
solution for n via Eq. �C2�, and then, k is obtained from Eq. �C1�.
An expression for the coefficient u2 can be obtained from Eq. �12�
�with p=2� by taking a dot product with T̂. As before, the third-
order coordination equation will resolve the redundancy in the
second-order solution and simultaneously provide a single infinity
of solutions for the third-order speed ratios and the coefficient u3.

In the vicinity of a nonordinary singularity, all possible matrices
J� will be ill conditioned. The solution methodology described
here can be implemented in a suitable neighborhood of the bifur-
cation.
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